Apology
In the Special Election Edition of the CITIZENS INFORMER, e-mailed to
CofCC Members in late December, I lavished praise upon President
Trump's three Supreme Court nominees and included additional praise
for Justices Clarence Thomas and Samuel Aleto.
I even included a graphic by artist Jon McNaughton titled "Defenders of
the Constitution," which depicted the five Justices presumed to
constitute a conservative majority on the Court. It was anticipated they
would stand heroically -- as the artist implied -- by somehow sanctioning
the obvious theft of the November 2020 Presidential Election.
There is simply NO SUBSTITUTE FOR COURAGE: No matter how brilliant
Trump's appointees may be and how exceptional their academic
records were, those credentials are MEANINGLESS without sufficient
courage. Sadly, the three Trump-appointed Justices -- so lavishly
praised by myself and others -- were as useless as Jeff Sessions.
In contrast to Justices Clarence Thomas and Samuel Aleto, the three
were quivering cowards. They ran from any responsibility for reviewing
the evidence of election fraud generated by the New Communist Party
of the United States like Peter denied Jesus Christ. If they somehow
interpret their judicial authority as permitting massive and systemic
voter fraud, what earthly good is the Supreme Court?
Corrupt and leftist Supreme Courts in past years have routinely
invented new and flagrantly unconstitutional "doctrines" out of thin
air, as if they were the very "Continuous Constitutional Convention" the
Framers intentionally rejected. Yet, the three Trump appointees
disavow EVEN the authority to hear evidence of massive voter fraud
resulting in the election of an organized crime figure to the presidency.

Their "judicial philosophy" is the equivalent of bringing a Bible to a
gunfight!
Readers WILL be relieved to know that in 2021, the Supreme Court WILL
HEAR the momentous national issue of whether or not college athletes
must be paid a salary by their "institutions of higher learning," since this
is such a profoundly significant "Constitutional" issue.
Likewise, the Supreme Court will also determine if "married" queers and
perverts can force a Catholic adoption agency to honor their adoption
requests, and the Court has also agreed to hear a case involving
reparations for "Holocaust survivors," two clearly burning issues of
profound Constitutional significance.
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